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The complex interaction between salt

and surrounding sediments makes

risk assessment of any prospect or play

concept a challenge. In the Tertiary-

Quaternary salt basins of the Gulf

of Mexico, compartmentalization is 

the primary factor in setting up traps

capable of retaining hydrocarbons.

Compartmentalization of geopressured

units is created mainly by the stresses

resulting from interaction between 

sediment load and salt  tectonics.

Examination of salt emplacement and displacement history as

they relate to the surrounding sediments may shed light on 

sealing integrity of potential

hydrocarbon traps.

The back-bone of assessing

entrapment and sealing capac-

ity is predicting pore pressure

in the shale beds with respect

to the measurable pressure in

the reservoir sand facies.

Mo r e o v e r, d e f i n i n g  t h e  

fracture pressure envelope in

relationship to the effective

stress window of that reservoir

a l l o w s  o n e  t o  e s t i m a t e  

hydrocarbon column height in

a trap (its retention capacity).

This paper presents a case

study comparing two play

prospects on the southern

flank of the Auger Basin, a

h i g h l y  p ro l i f i c  s a l t - w i t h d r aw a l  

mini-basin in the deepwater of offshore

Louisiana.

The Mt. Massive prospect (Garden

Banks Block 600), located on the south-

west side of Auger Basin, is separated

from Macaroni Field (Garden Banks

Block 602) by a trough. The plays share

the same stratigraphic column, which

thickens on the west side. Sediment

feeder avenues for Mt. Massive on the

southern tier of Auger Basin were predicted to be in proximity to

the western side of the
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The back-bone of assessing

entrapment and sealing capaci-

ty is predicting pore pressure in 

the shale beds with respect to the

measurable pressure in the 

reservoir sand facies.

A sketch map shows the salt boundary, depositional avenue, fields, and the location of Mt. Massive in relation
to Macaroni Field.
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basin prior to salt piercing. Prior to testing

the Mt. Massive prospect, it was compared

with Macaroni Field and deemed a low-risk

prospect. Once drilled, however, the results

of the Garden Banks 600 #1 well were disap-

pointing, as most of the target objectives

were revealed to be wet sands, and the well

was plugged and abandoned.

A post-drilling comparison of geopressure

and sealing capacity shows that the Macaroni

Field is in a different pressure compartment

system than Mt. Massive. A ridge of salt at

the flank of the field may offer an explana-

tion for the effective seals at the targeted

strata and resulting entrapment of commer-

cial hydrocarbons at Macaroni Field. On the

other hand, at the Mt. Massive prospect, a

salt wall that bounds the southwestern flank

of the Auger Basin is responsible for the breached seal. ■
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A geopressure model shows PP transgression where reservoir type beds (sand) pinch out before
they reach the salt gouge zone. On the other hand, regression (breach) takes place where salt
pierces the reservoir section.

OpendTect 
Student Competition

dGB-Group has initiated an OpendTect Student Competition. Students are invited to submit OpendTect
plugins (source code, executable, user documentation and other relevant information) before September, 1st
2005. Participants agree that their work can be released as open source via the OpendTect download centre
(www.opendtect.org). Plugins will be judged on innovation and software quality by a professional jury consist-
ing of developers and users. First prize is US$ 2.000, second prize US$ 500.Winners are announced at the 75th
SEG Annual Meeting in Houston, November 2005.

OpendTect currently operates by an Academic license scheme, under which Universities get free access to the
commercial plugins, dip-steering and neural networks (by dGB) and workstation access (by Ark-cls). Presently
26 Universities worldwide are benefiting from this scheme.

For more information, please contact Kristofer.Tingdahl@dgb group.com,
or see www.dgb-group.com/Software/Universities
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